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Dear CEF Family,

Writing this letter, amidst the uncertainty of COVID-19 and the 
necessity of physical separation from our community, we can’t help 
but reflect on the joy that CEF has built throughout the past 10 
years. We’re excited to be able to safely connect in person soon and 
celebrate our resilience together.

As CEF has grown and blossomed over the years, we have been 
reminded, time and again, of the importance of being nimble and 
adaptive as we grow. As you will see in this report, 2019 was no 
different. In the enclosed stories you will learn more about CEF’s 
deepening advocacy work; read about the programs we’ve built and 
strengthened; hear directly from Members, Advocates, and Staff 
about their connection to CEF; and see our quantitative impact.

In 2019, we also reflected on what it meant to be a 10-year-old organi-
zation and planned for a major organizational transition. Together 
with the Board and Staff, Co-Directors Donna Carrington, Janet 
Xiao, and Jon Youngpenn supported CEF in thinking critically 
about how organizational values were showing up (or not) within 
organizational structures and staffing. The internal work led to an 
organizational commitment to focus on hiring people with lived 

The front & back cover art is created from an original   
work by CEF Member & Advocate, Heather Nash.

experience and a plan to adjust salaries and benefits to align with 
the cost of living in Durham and Orange Counties. This work was 
not easy, and is not complete, but rather an ongoing process to 
ensure that we continue to evolve and deepen our own resiliency 
as an organization.

One noteworthy transition that came from this internal work was 
the promotion of Donna Carrington into the role of Executive 
Director earlier this year.  Having a former Member lead the or-
ganization is an inspiration to many, as Heather, a Member and 
Advocate, shared, “If we look at CEF’s new executive director, 
that actually might open up people and say, wait a minute, she 
was a Member and now she’s the Director, I can do this. She’s an 
inspiration.” We are so excited for Donna’s strategy and vision as 
we move into CEF’s next decade.

As always, we are incredibly thankful to our community of over 
1,000 Members, 250 Advocates, and countless community partners, 
who continue to support one another. Thank you for working 
alongside us as we grow together in community.

With Love,
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“Ever since the first time I got into CEF in 2014, I felt so much 
love. It’s a great place to meet people. It’s a family. At CEF, you 
can’t help but do better for yourself—you feel so much love, 
even if you have negativity in your life, at CEF you’re going to 
feel overwhelmingly loved.” — Reatha

This past year

1,098 MEMBERS  
engaged actively in CEF’s programs,

250 ADVOCATES
volunteered to provide 1-on-1 support, and

24,095 HOURS
of support were dedicated  
by Advocates, valued at over $582,858

The NumbersThe Numbers
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“Thinking back 10 years, to see CEF now as a leader of our 
community’s response to need is both incredible and at the same 
time not surprising.” - Eric, Board Co-Chair    

“It makes me happy when I come to CEF. CEF is an open-minded 
place: they take care of everybody, anybody who comes to the 
place.  I wish there was CEF 10 years earlier, when I first came 
to Chapel Hill. My life would have changed if it was there 10  
years earlier.” - Veda, CEF Member

 
What I hope for CEF’s future is for it to continue to think outside of 
the box and hopefully, we can work together and find a solution for 
helping the low-income, fixed income, and no income population 
that we service because they seem to be forgotten people, and it’s 
not right. I think that every human being should have the right to be 
housed.” - Yvette, Office and Community Organizer in Chapel Hill

“Everyday I walk in awe of realizing CEF has been an organization for 
10 years. I have seen our struggles, our pain, and our evolution into 
an organization that wants to live into our values. My hopes for our 
next 10 years, are that we continue to live our values and advocate for 
what’s right in our communities.” - Donna, Executive Director  

“I have always seen CEF as a place of radical inclusion. The four years 
I have spent here have taught me the power of relationship-centered 
advocacy in creating change in my community.” - Sarah, CEF Advocate

CEF turned 10 this past year, so we reached out to our community—
CEF Members, Advocates, Staff, and Board to share their reflections:

CELEBRATING 10 YEARS
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“I was born and raised in Chapel Hill. All my family’s here. This 
is my home. I love it here.” Heather works at the Club Nova Thrift 
Shop in Carrboro and is active in mental health advocacy. She joined 
CEF as a Member over seven years ago to utilize the Laptop Savings 
Program and work on budgeting. Recently, she completed Advocate 
training to support other CEF Members.

Heather was inspired to become a volunteer Advocate after co-creating 
and performing in Affordable Housing: The Musical (p.22) in 2019. 
“After being in the musical, I saw the need for affordable housing 
in the area and the need for more Member input in that process. I 
became an Advocate because I know the resources, I know the area, 
and I was wasting my time not doing something. I could give back 
somehow.”

Offered since 2015, the Community Advocate Training allows 
community members like Heather to become Advocates.  “I started 
to feel less nervous after a couple of meetings,” Heather remembers. 
“Everybody in the office is so nice. Any questions that I have, 
anything I need, they’re like, ‘Don’t worry about it. Don’t apologize. 
We’re here for you.’” 

When COVID-19 forced both CEF offices to close, Heather volunteered 
to make Community Care Calls to Members. “When I told one 

CEF Story:  Heather

Member that I was a Member-Advocate, he was able to open up to 
me. It changed our relationship for the better. If somebody has had 
the same experience, you know more than somebody that never 
had that experience.”

Heather’s advice for CEF Members who are thinking about becoming 
Advocates? “Go for it. Just do it. Don’t have any hesitation. Members 
need Members as Advocates.” 

“As a Member who 
became an Advocate, 
I bring knowledge 
and resources, and I 
bring the fact that I’ve 
been in the same place 
as probably a lot of 
Members have been. 
I’ve been wanting to do 
this for years. And when 
I did it, it was awesome.” 
— Heather 
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In October 2018, Orange County 
expanded the crisis response 
system for people experienc-
ing homelessness, known as 
Coordinated Entry (CE). The 
system allows partners to  
collectively and equitably 
prioritize resources. CEF  
collaborated with Orange County 
Partnership to End Homelessness 
(OCPEH) to build OC Connect, 
the infrastructure for CE, that 
prioritizes equity, trauma-
informed care, and a strengths-
based approach for housing. 

OC Connect is an online tool that 
prompts providers with questions 
to ask, interventions to use, 
resources to access, and referrals 
to make during the process. 
This platform ensures that the 
CE process is consistent across 

Program Spotlight:  Coordinated EntryProgram Spotlight:  Coordinated Entry

providers and includes increased support for homelessness diversion, 
providing resources for households to avoid homelessness. CEF and 
OCPEH developed and hosted annual training sessions on trauma-
informed care, de-escalation, and strengths-based interventions for 
over 40 providers, standardizing both the system and the preparation 
of providers to use it.

The number of people in housing crisis who accessed CE doubled 
in 2019 and CEF met with 85% of the households that participated.  
Through support coordinated by CE, 45 households were diverted 
from homelessness (higher than the national average), 78 high-need 
households secured housing, and 250 additional households were 
connected to community-wide coordinated care. In 2020, OCPEH 
plans to hire two full-time positions dedicated to expanding the 
success of Coordinated Entry in Orange County.

Corey Root, the Homeless Programs Coordinator at OCPEH, 
emphasized that CEF’s participation in the development and imple-
mentation of CE was “in a word: invaluable. CEF is often the unsung 
hero. There was no compensation for this work and not a lot of glory 
for it. CEF saw the community’s needs and stepped up to meet it. 
That’s the CEF spirit: to look critically at things, and then try ideas, 
experiment, and get a lot of kinks worked out.” 
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Members Secured Over
 

118 JOBS 

 

“CEF gave me a lot of organizational 
abilities in order to fulfill my goals. 
One of them was to obtain my 
housing. I’ve been able to stay in my 
house for a year and a half. The unity 
of helping one another is the beauty 
of CEF. It’s a place where you believe, 
once again, that second chances are 
given to people in order to move 
forward with life.” — Nancy

MEMBERS WITH SAFE 
SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

SAVED TOWARDS GOALS OF 

241

EARNED MATCHED DOLLARS 

$5,936 
 AND TOGETHER THEY SAVED  

$151,350

Members receive a  10% match 
on their savings when they reach 
a goal and have completed  
eight financial coaching sessions.

Numbers:  SavingsNumbers:  Savings
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“I feel like my work has purpose. I really do make a difference, and 
I haven’t had many jobs where I felt like that.” Rosa—CEF’s Office 
and Community Organizer in Durham—moved to Durham from 
South Carolina in 2017. After struggling for years to find affordable 
housing, she and her three young children moved into Families 
Moving Forward, a shelter in Durham, where she connected to CEF. 

“CEF gave me a literal vision of the stuff that I wanted to do. I 
had all these goals for me and my kids, but I’d never sat down and 
really pinpointed what are the next steps. CEF helped me center 
everything.” During one CEF meeting, Rosa and an Advocate 
came across the job posting for CEF’s Administrative Assistant. “I 
was like, I have to apply for this. And here I am.” Rosa got the job 
that April, secured housing in September, and in February 2020, 
was promoted to her current position as Office and Community 
Organizer.

In her role, Rosa leads CEF’s advocacy work in Durham while 
welcoming and supporting all Staff, Advocates, and Members in 
the Durham Office. “I think it makes Members feel reassured that 
they have somebody working on the inside with the same lived 
experience. I feel like CEF Members feel like they’re part of the 
team, too.” 

CEF Story:  Rosa

“When Members found out that I work at CEF, and was a Member 
and a resident at Families Moving Forward, I think that gave them a 
lot of  hope.  To know that, if she could do it, then I can do it.” — Rosa

Ms.  Iris + Liz

Rosa’s next goals?  “I want to buy a home. I want to engage with 
CEF to work to save for a down payment on a house.” She’s also 
excited about growing the work of Time + Talents, CEF’s advocacy 
coalition in Durham that Rosa facilitates. In 2020, she wants to work 
with Members to explore how to hold people in power accountable. 
“Member engagement is something that I prioritize. I really want 
my community to know that their voice is important in all these 
decision-making processes.” 
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$768,461

Revenue

Expenses79% of total expenses         
are program-based

$712,686

2019 Financials2019 Financials

Members Moved into Over  

114 HOMES 

“It’s all about having people 
going out of their way, they’re 
there for people, and they’ve 
been there for me. To have 
CEF is an inspiration. I was 
homeless, and I was sleeping 
in the car, and CEF helped 
me get an apartment, a lot of 
empowerment.” — Artis

.
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“People come to CEF with a specific problem, but nine times out of 
ten, they’ve got a bunch of different skills.”  Ron joined CEF in 2017, 
looking for support with social security and housing resources. He 
started meeting regularly with CEF Advocate Megan, and quickly 
became a leader of Meeting of the Minds, CEF’s advocacy coalition 
in Chapel Hill.

Ron + Megan

“CEF is a one-stop-shop for assistance in Chapel Hill—and it’s also a 
sanctuary. It’s where people come get help, get things done, resolve 
issues, or if they just want somebody to sit down and talk to. That’s 
the kind of environment that I feel like I helped to create.” — Ron 

“They were having a meeting talking about a referendum that had 
passed in 2016 where CEF was instrumental in [helping Orange 
County acquire] $5 million for affordable housing. I was amazed 
because I had worked in places throughout the country where it 
was almost considered a miracle to get money from the city or the 
state government on anything related to housing. I was saying 
to myself, these people don’t realize the accomplishments that 
they’ve made. The next thing I know, we passed a $10 million bond 
in 2018.”

As a key organizer for Meeting of the Minds, he’s proud of the 
work they have accomplished.  “We have Town Council members 
that show up to our meetings. We get people out to the polls to 
vote. It has been the birthplace of ideas, like the referendums. It 
gives people the opportunity to say what’s on their minds.”  Ron’s 
advocacy takes many shapes: he introduced new Members to CEF as 
an Orientation Leader and shared his experiences as a resident of a 
local shelter in Affordable Housing: The Musical (p.22).

While his work as a Transit Operator for the Chapel Hill bus system 
has increased, Ron stays involved at CEF as a Member and organizer. 
“This road of advocacy has been very fruitful for me. I’ve learned 
a lot and I’ve seen a lot of things happen. I still and always will 
consider CEF home away from home.” 

CEF Story:  RonCEF Story:  Ron
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Advocates Varun, Gino, and Leah attended the first Summit on Home-
lessness and Poverty at Brown University and came back moved to 
organize the next summit in the Triangle. As Varun shared, “We felt 
that any group of students seeking to address systemic poverty in 
their home communities could benefit from an education not only 
in structural oppression and racism as it manifests in the South, 
but also in the deep histories of organizing and collective action 
that seek to dismantle them.” 

They teamed up with other Advocates from CEF’s Durham and 
Chapel Hill offices to host over 100 students from 25 universities for 
a three day summit in March 2019. Gino explained, “I saw organizing 
the Summit as a form of radical political education.” Olivia, another 
Summit organizer and Durham-based Advocate, explained that with 
the theme of “Abundance,” “we hoped to showcase work happening 
locally to emphasize a strengths-based approach to anti-poverty 
and homelessness alleviation.” 

The Advocate-organizers designed summit workshops and sessions 
to uplift CEF’s “relationship-based model that [seeks] to overcome 
the systems of white saviorism and gatekeeping that exist within 
traditional service provider relationships,” shared Varun.

Through organizing the Summit, students were challenged to think 

about their own role in power dynamics between service providers 
and those they serve. Varun reflected, “in developing the plan for 
the conference, we focused on bringing in community partners 
and those with lived experiences in poverty or houselessness to 
talk about how these systems directly affect them.” Gino added,  
“I learned about accountability — that any decision we make 
at CEF, anything we’re asked to do on behalf of Members as 
Advocates, means we have a serious responsibility to do right by 
Members and affirm their creativity, resiliency, and autonomy.”

Summit organizers and participants gathered together to commemorate  
the last day of the 2nd annual Summit on Homelessness and Poverty.

Abundance:  Summit  on Homelessness  & Poverty
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Affordable  Housing:  The Musical Af fo rda b l e  H ou s i n g :  T h e  M u s i c a lAf fo rda b l e  H ou s i n g :  T h e  M u s i c a l

“We need affordable housing, and we can’t do it without you,” 
echos out into sold-out audiences as the last line of Affordable 
Housing: The Musical. The stage is filled with over 30 activists 
from Chapel Hill—CEF Members, Advocates, Staff, partners and 
community members who gathered for over 15 months to write 
and perform a musical that both exposes and invites the wider 
community to understand the dire need for affordable housing. 

The musical premiered with three performances in the CURRENT 
ArtSpace at UNC. It’s full of laughs, and it’s also incredibly and 
intentionally moving, heartbreaking, satirical, and political—it 
centers the stories of individuals seeking to find safe and affordable 
housing in Orange County and invites audience members to see 
and participate in the solution. “The process has been joyful, and 
amazing, this magical kind of thing where people have brought 
all their variety of gifts and talents, and been willing to send 
them all out into the universe,” shares member of the production 
team, cast member, and former CEF Co-Director Maggie West.

CEF was honored to be a part of this community-based production 
that brought attention to the on-going need for affordable housing.  
As Chinita Howard, CEF Member and Advocacy Ensemble cast 
member, reflects, “They’re real issues, real people’s lives. And we 
want real solutions. I think our community can do it.” The cast lifts their arms out to the audience during the last song, 

inviting them into the struggle for affordable housing. 




